Background: Measures of gene functional similarity are essential tools for gene clustering, gene function prediction, evaluation of protein-protein interaction, disease gene prioritization and other applications. In recent years, many gene functional similarity methods have been proposed based on the semantic similarity of GO terms. However, these leading approaches may make errorprone judgments especially when they measure the specificity of GO terms as well as the IC of a term set. Therefore, how to estimate the gene functional similarity reliably is still a challenging problem.
Background
Gene Ontology (GO) is a standardized, precisely defined and controlled vocabulary of terms. It comprises three orthogonal ontologies: cellular component (CC), molecular function (MF) and biological process (BP) [1] . These ontologies are structured as three directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) in which, the nodes correspond to the terms describing a certain biological semantic category and the edges represent the linkages between terms describing defined relationships [2] . Genes and gene products in many biomedical databases such as UniProt [3] , SwissProt [4] have been annotated by GO terms [5, 6] . Therefore, semantic similarity applied to GO annotations of genes can provide a measure of their functional similarity.
In recent years, many gene functional similarity methods based on GO [2, 5, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] have been proposed by researchers. These measures have been widely used in all kinds of important applications such as proteinprotein interaction prediction [20] [21] [22] [23] , network prediction [24] [25] [26] , cellular localization prediction [27] , disease gene prioritization [8, 28, 29] , pathway modeling [30] and improving analysis of microarray data quality [31] . Measuring the functional similarity is more informative for understanding the biological roles and functions of genes, although sometimes it may be less objective and striking comparing with sequence and structure similarity [5, 32, 33] .
Information content (IC) is an important dimension of word knowledge since it gives a measure how specific a term is [34] . There are mainly two approaches named corpus-based and structured-based, which could measure the IC of terms. The IC of a term t based on the corpus-based approach is defined as
where p(t) is the probability of term t and its descendants occur in a certain corpus such as GOA database [14] . According to Eq. (1), the specificity of a term is fully dependent on the number of genes it annotates in a certain corpus. However, corpus-based approach is not reasonable enough for the definition of term IC since it may change with the daily evolution of GOA database [35] . Alternatively, IC of terms can also be computed based on GO graph. Firstly, Nuno [34] elaborated that terms with more descendants conveyed less information than terms that with fewer descendants. Therefore, the IC value of a term t can be formulated as:
where des(t) denotes the descendants of term t and total_terms presents the total number of terms in the corresponding ontology. However, Teng et al. [32] further demonstrate that IC of terms is not only proportional to their depth but also inversely to the number of their descendants. Therefore, the IC of a term is achieved by IC t ð Þ ¼ depth t ð Þ Â 1− log des t ð Þ ð Þþ1 log total terms ð Þ ð3Þ
The estimation of semantic similarity between concepts is also an important component of analyzing natural language resources [36] . Afterwards, Sanchez [37] proposed a novel model for measuring IC of terms that both considered their ancestors and leaves. Sanchez's model is designed as
where AS(t) denotes the ancestor set of term t and max_leaves represents the total number of leaves in the ontology. Besides, leaves (t) is defined as leaves t ð Þ ¼ l∈Sjl∈hyponyms t ð Þ∧l is a leaf f g where l is a leaf iff hyponyms(l) = ∅ and S is the term set of the ontology. However, Sanchez's model ignores the edge density and graph topology information in the different portions of the GO graph. At the same time, it also doesn't consider the descendants of terms that are not leaves.
Measures of gene functional similarity can mainly be divided into two categories: pairwise approaches and groupwise approaches, both of which have to rely on the GO graph [31] . Pairwise methods measure gene functional similarity through two steps [32] . The first step is measuring semantic similarity scores of term pairs using term comparison techniques. The second step is to integrate semantic similarities of term pairs into a single functional similarity. Three distinct approaches which are average rule, maximum rule and best match average rule (BMA) have been proposed for the integration in the second step [38] . It is well accepted that the BMA rule is best overall. Pairwise approaches measure the semantic similarity between GO terms can be divided three categories: node-based, edgebased and hybrid [39] .
Node-based measures [9] [10] [11] 40] are original developed for WordNet, and then applied to GO. Resnik [11] considered the most informative common ancestors (MICA) of two terms. Jiang and Conrath (JC) [9] and Lin [10] take into consideration the specificity of terms themselves, as well as the specificity of the most MICA. GraSM [40] considers average IC of all disjoint common ancestors rather than MICA only. However, these methods all suffer from 'shallow annotation' problem in which the semantic similarity values between terms near the root of the ontology are sometimes measured very high [5, 41] .
Edge-based approaches [16, 19, 42, 43] calculate the number of edges along the paths that link two GO terms. The drawback of these approaches is that they assume all the edge in GO graph represents uniform distance and only count the number of edges on the paths traversed from one term to another. More recently, several researchers have attempted to address this issue by assigning different weights to edges that belong to different levels [15, 17] . However, they still ignore two important facts. One is the semantic similarity of two terms with a certain graph distance near the root would be equal to the semantic similarity of two terms with the same graph distance but away from the root. The other is that it is difficult to confirm weights of edges since the complex relationships of terms in the GO graph.
The hybrid methods [2, 12, 44, 45] not only consider the structure of the ontology but also distinguish the edges based on their different types and levels. Wang [12] designed a method that each edge is assigned a fixed weight according to the type of relationship between terms. The weight is also called semantics contribution factor (ω e ). There are two mainly disadvantages of Wang's method. One is that the semantic contribution factor (ω e ) is fixed according the linking types of GO terms. The other is that the semantic contribution only depends on the maximum products of all the paths linking the two terms.
Groupwise methods measure gene functional similarity via comparing the terms that annotate genes in groups. According to Pesquita [39] , there are three types of categories to measure the functional similarity of genes: set, graph and vector. Purely set-based approaches are not common, because few measures only consider direct annotations.
Many graph-based approaches [46] [47] [48] use set similarity techniques to simplify the problem of graph matching. These methods put the terms and their ancestors into a term set first. Then, they compute semantic similarity score between the term sets using Tversky's ratio model [47] . Finally, the semantic similarity score between term sets is regarded as the gene functional similarity. Gentleman et al. [18] raised a method called simUI. It measures the similarity as the number of GO terms shared by two genes divided by the number of GO terms they have together. The functional similarity between g 1 and g 2 is:
where A g1 and A g2 denote the term sets that annotate gene g 1 and g 2 respectively. According to [49] , simGIC is an expansion of simUI that sums the IC of annotation terms. For two genes g 1 and g 2 , simGIC is given by
While simUI does not consider the specificity of the terms in the GO graph, simGIC takes the IC of a term as its specificity. As is pointed out by Teng [32] , simGIC ignores the shared IC between terms and this may also result in misjudgments for gene functional similarity.
Teng et al. [32] elaborated that the semantics of term was divided into two parts: one was inherited semantics, which was same as the semantics of its ancestors, and the other was extended semantics, which was special in itself. The extended IC of a term t i from the term t j is defined as:
where t j is the ancestor of t i . Furthermore, the extended IC of the term t i from a term set AS(t i ), IC extended (AS(t i ) → t i ) is formulated as
AS(t i ) is the ancestor set of term t i . The Eq. (8) suggests that the term inherits all the semantics of its ancestors. In other words, a term transmits all its semantics to each descendant equally. Besides, Teng's method doesn't take into account the specificity of edges in the ontology. Obviously, this model doesn't meet human perspective.
Vector-based methods represent each genes as a binary vector. Each GO term has the value 1 if it annotates gene or 0 otherwise [50] . Afterwards, Chaba et al. [51] made a further improvement that weighted the terms according to their IC values in the vector. A gene is represented by the following specific vector: g = (w 1 , w 2 ⋯ w n ) and w i is the corresponding term IC. The functional similarity between two genes is given below:
where g
represent the corresponding vectors of gene g 1 and g 2 . To our knowledge, vector-based methods ignore some valuable information which is implicit in the semantics and term relationships in the GO graph.
In summary, methods of gene functional similarity exist bias when they measure the IC of terms and term sets. Therefore, we propose a novel method called Weighted Inherited Semantics (WIS) for accuracy comparison of gene function. WIS computes the IC of a term by employing its depth, the number of its ancestors as well as the topology of its descendants in the GO graph. Secondly, WIS measures the IC of a term set by means of considering the weighted inherited semantics of terms. In the end, WIS estimates the gene functional similarity based on the IC overlap ratio of term sets. The computing framework of WIS is represented in Fig. 1 .
Results

The distribution of term IC based on different models
For the purpose of comparing the models intuitively which are Sanchez, Seco, Teng and WIS, the distribution of term IC based on BP ontology is given in Fig. 2 . The results on CC and MF ontologies are presented by Additional file 1: Figure S1 .
For Sanchez's model, 87% of term IC is higher than 0.9. Only a small amount of term IC is varied between (0,0.9). The result of Seco has the similar problem. There is only 15% of term IC in range 0 to 0.7 totally. Therefore, these two models don't show the specificity of different terms in the ontology. Hence, the distribution of term IC is very unreasonable. The results of Teng's model have a great improvement comparing with the two models above. IC of terms is distributed in each interval reasonably. However, further analysis suggests IC of terms gathers at some points such as 0.39 and 0.42. By contrast, WIS has the ability to distribute the term IC in each interval evenly. The cumulative curve of WIS is smoother than Teng's. This is because WIS makes the best use of the term information in the ontology and fully defines the specificity of a term. As a result, WIS performs better than other models in terms of the distribution of term IC (See the 'Discussion' section for details).
Functional classification of genes in a biological pathway
We take the pathway 'valine degradation' as an example to examine the performance of WIS. As is shown in Table 1 , there are total 11 genes which involve in 3 reactions in the selected pathway. The gene names and corresponding EC numbers in the pathway are presented. The functional similarity values among these genes are computed by WIS, Wang, Teng and Hybrid. The results of functional similarity are listed in Additional file 1: Table S1-S4 . The dendrograms generated by complete As is demonstrated in Fig. 3 , WIS has clustered the 11 genes into 3 clusters correctly. The first class contains gene SFA1, ADH1, ADH2, ADH3, ADH4 and ADH5, all of which have the similar subtype that EC number is 1.1.1.1. Meanwhile, PDC1, PDC5 and PDC6 are clustered into another group with the same EC number (4.1.1.1). BAT1 and BAT2 are clustered into the third group precisely. The result suggests that clustering result of WIS is consistent with the human perspective in functional classification of genes in the pathway.
In contrast, the clustering results obtained by relevant measures are mixed. For method Hybrid, it fails in the first level when it assigns high similarity to BTA2 and PDC6. For method Teng, since ADH4 has a higher similarity with SFA1 than PDC1, PDC5 and PDC6, these genes are not in their proper positions. As for method Wang, BAT1, PDC1 and PDC5 are grouped together in the first level. The clustering results are incorrect apparently. Therefore, functional similarities obtained by method Hybrid, Teng and Wang can't characterize the gene functional relationship consistently with the human perspectives in the pathway.
The results of CESSM
In order to evaluate effectiveness of the proposed method, the functional similarities of 13,430 protein pairs were computed by WIS as well as other tested methods. Considering GO aspects and electronic annotations may influence the performance of these methods, validation experiments are conducted on six GOAs: MF_IEA+, MF_IEA-, CC_IEA+, CC_IEA-, BP_IEA+ and BP_IEA-. The CESSM enables the comparison of WIS against 11 pairwise and groupwise functional similarity methods. We only compare WIS against six typical methods including simUI, simGIC, Teng as well as Resnik's, Lin's and Jiang and Conrath's methods based on BMA rule, respectively. The experimental results on CC, BP and MF ontologies with IEA (IEA+) and without IEA (IEA-) are presented in Table 2 . The best results are in bold.
As is shown in At the same time, we also accumulate the correlations on ECC, SeqSim and Res for each method. Annotations with IEA and without IEA are both considered respectively. The performance of WIS is the best of the seven methods. For annotations with IEA, the sum of WIS is 5.2467 ranking first followed by simGIC and Resnik which are 5.2145 and 5.0678 respectively. For annotations without IEA, WIS also gets the rank one followed by simGIC and Teng. Detail results about the results are provided in Additional file 1: Table S5 , Figure S2 and S3, available online. In summary, WIS performs better than other six measures on MF, BP, CC ontology when they are evaluated on ECC, Pfam, SeqSim, resolutions, respectively. In all cases, WIS wins first on eight experiments followed by Teng and simUI methods. It is noteworthy that WIS and other groupwise methods (Teng, simUI, simGIC), in general, perform better than the pairwise methods (Resnik, Lin and JC) on CESSM.
Protein-Protein interaction of yeast and human
Functional similarity between genes in yeast and human PPI datasets are computed by eleven measures which are Resnik, Jiang and Conrath, Lin, Wang, simGIC, simUI, Teng, ResnikGrasm [52] , WangWV, simRel [7] , and WIS. The pairwise approaches adopt the BMA rule to combine semantic similarity of terms. It is noteworthy that the original method in [12] is called method Wang. After taking our proposed weighting scheme, method Wang is called WangWV. The aim of adding WangWV is to compare the effectiveness of the proposed weighting scheme. Thereafter, we plot the ROC curves for each method and calculate the areas under the curves (AUC). At the same time, we also calculate F1-scores for different classification cut-off points for Resnik and WIS measures.
ROC curves for each method in terms of BP, CC and MF ontologies on yeast PPI datasets are shown in Fig. 4 . In order to facilitate the comparison of experimental results, the AUC for every method is listed in Table 3 . The barplot of the AUC about different measures is represented in Fig. 5 . WIS ranks first on four out of six experiments which are BP_IEA+, BP_ IEA-, CC_IEA-and MF_IEA-. Its advantage on correlations is quite prominent (>0.1). For example, the correlation of WIS is 0.8628 on CC_IEA-experiment, while the result for Resnik is 0.8446. Resnik ranks first on MF_IEA+ experiment and simRel gets the first on CC_IEA+ experiment. WIS and Resnik are neck and neck on CC_IEA+ experiment since the results of them are 0.8517 and 0.8598, The best results are in bold respectively. Besides, the performance of Wang and WangWV is very close. This means that our proposed weighting scheme is reasonable since the fixed weights in [12] is selected according to a series of experiments. On the whole, pairwise approaches show relatively poor performance and only get the highest accuracy on two experiments. The groupwise approaches perform better than the pairwise approaches in this dataset. The ROC curves of eleven methods on human datasets (with IEA+ and IEA-) are represented in Table 4 , Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. As can be seen from the Because ROC curves are not always the only best approach to evaluate a classifier's performance in a PPI task, we calculate F1-scores for different classification cut-off points for Resnik and WIS measures [53] . While the mean and maximum F1-scores can be indicators of one classifier's performance in the detection of positive The best results are in bold The performances of mean and max of F1-score on human dataset are shown in Table 6 . Resnik only win first on max of F1-score on CC_IEA+ experiment. WIS is superior to Resnik on all the rest of experiments. In summary, WIS outperforms other leading functional similarity methods including Resnik on yeast and human PPI datasets.
Comparison analysis based on correlation with gene expression data
In this experiment, we will report Pearson's correlation between gene expression data and functional similarity results which are from simGIC, simUI, Teng and pairwise measures based on BMA approach. Pearson's correlation between gene expression and functional similarity for CC, BP and MF ontologies with IEAs (IEA+) and without IEAs (IEA-) is shown in Table 7 and Fig. 10 .
The CC ontology has the highest correlations in all cases, followed by BP and MF ontology. The experimental results show that Resnik generally outperforms other methods. As is demonstrated in Table 7 , Resnik shows highest correlations on CC_IEA+, MF_IEA+ and MF_IEA-experiments, while WIS ranks first on BP_IEA+ and B P_IEA-experiments which are 0.4367 and 0.2941. Method Teng gets the highest correlations on CC_ IEAexperiment. Although WIS wins first on two experiments only and is inferior to Resnik which has been indicated to be better on yeast dataset by other authors [53, 54] , its overall performance is better than other groupwise methods. Groupwise and pairwise methods show comparable performance in this dataset. WIS shows the best correlations (or one of the best) between gene expression and functional similarity with all three GO ontologies.
Discussion
The specificity of terms How to measure the IC of terms reasonably is a controversial problem, but it is generally believed that the model should make the best use of term information and highlight its specificity. Therefore, a novel model for measuring the IC of a term is proposed. Comparing with other models, WIS considers not only the depths of terms, the number of their ancestors as well as the topology of their descendants in the GO graph. Therefore, our model has the ability to represents the specificity of terms to the maximum.
The characteristics of the four models have been listed in Table 8 . These models do not rely on the corpus since they are all based on the structure of the GO graph. Sanchez considers the leaves and ancestors of terms, while Seco only considers the descendants of the terms. The term IC of Sanchez and Seco is mainly in the range of 0.9 to 1.0 and 0.75 to 1.0 respectively. As a result, the performance of Sanchez and Seco is extremely poor (See The best results are in bold Fig. 2 ). Teng's model uses the specificity and coverage of terms to measure their IC, but it ignores the ancestors of terms in the GO graph. WIS considers not only the depth of terms, but also the number of their ancestors and the topology of their descendants in the GO graph.
As the results, our model performs best in representing the specificity of terms which is the foundation for measuring the IC of a term set accurately. 
The weighted inherited semantics between term and its parents
As is proposed by Teng, the semantics of a term is divided into two parts: one is inherited semantics, which is same as the semantics of its ancestors, and the other is extended semantics, which is special in itself. However, there is one serious drawback for Teng's model. Because the edges in the GO graph are not always equal, the inherited semantics comes from its parents ought to have a weighted value according to the edge rather than is the same as the semantics of its ancestors. In order to avoid repeated summing of term shared IC, WIS divides the semantics of a term into two part. One is weighted inherited semantics which is from its parents and the other is the extended semantics. Since WIS makes the best use of the relationship between terms, the results for measuring the annotating term set will be more reasonable. The results of WIS confirm that it is a effective and reliable way to estimate gene functional similarity.
The difficulty on verifying the results
Since there is no direct way to ascertain the true functional similarity between two genes, how well a measure captures the similarity in function is not a trivial assessment [39] . For the sake of giving a comprehensive comparison, we select four group experiments to verify the performance of existing gene functional similarity methods.
The selected measures show different performances on different experiments. For example, groupwise methods outperform pairwise methods on CESSM dataset, while simRel performs best on human PPI experiments which is followed by WIS. The reason of this problem maybe the characteristics of different data sets. The proteins in CESSM are all well annotated. In contrast, the data set of yeast only considers the high quality interactions, but ignores the annotation richness for genes. Therefore, the number of annotations per gene is crucial to the performance of functional similarity measures. Besides, due to lack of the authority and uniform evaluation criteria, there are still existing some problems in comparing these methods objectively. Therefore, how to measure the functional similarity reliably is still a meaningful research area.
On PPI classification of yeast and human datasets, as we can see the results in Tables 3 and 4 , Resnik also get high AUC values. As is known to us, current GOA database is incomplete and many proteins are only annotated with one or two GO terms. What's more, these proteins which are not well studied are annotated with more general terms (near the root of the ontology). In this situation, if two proteins are annotated with the same GO terms, the functional similarity between the proteins calculated by most methods is always 1.0. Obviously, this is not meet human's perspective. As a result, the methods that cannot distinguish the identical annotations may not perform well. As for the eleven methods listed in Table 4 , three pairwise methods can distinguish the identical annotation, which are Resnik, simRel and ResnikGrasm. From the results, we can fortunately find that these three pairwise methods indeed perform better than the other methods which cannot distinguish the identical annotation. We can conduct other experiments and assess the performance of Resnik and sim Rel, and then further give a strong evidence.
In future work, WIS can be evaluated on human miRNA target gene sets and correlation with sequence similarity dataset. Then WIS also needs to be verified on other model organism that have high quality biological data. Since annotation richness is crucial to the performance of functional similarity methods, WIS should be investigated on datasets with different annotation richness. In the end, there may be some scope for improving the proposed measure on studying the specificity of terms and measuring the IC of a term set more reasonable.
Conclusions
We proposed a novel method, namely WIS, to measure gene functional similarity based on GO. It is extensively evaluated on four different experiments which are functional classification of genes in biological pathway, CESSM dataset, protein-protein interaction prediction and correlation with gene expression. The experimental results suggest that WIS is a more effective and reliable way to estimate gene functional similarity comparing with the other tested methods. WIS has the following advantages.
First, WIS makes the best use of term information in the GO graph. WIS measures the IC of a term by considering its depth, the number of its ancestors and the topology of its descendants in the ontology. As a result, WIS can conquer the limitation of corpus bias, which affects the corpus-based approach heavily. Therefore, WIS can also fully measure the specificity of terms more objectively than other methods.
Second, WIS measures the IC of a term set by combining the inherited and extended IC of terms. Inherited IC is the weighted semantics which is from its parents and extended IC is special in itself. WIS considers the two types of semantics, so it can effectively avoid repeated summing of term shared IC, which is the key point for estimating the IC of a term set reasonably and correctly.
Third, WIS is very promising since it outperforms most existing state-of-the-art methods on all kinds of experiments. Pairwise approaches are sensitive to the number of annotations per gene since they are based on the combination of similarities between term pairs. In contrast, groupwise approaches are sensitive to the specificity of terms because they estimate gene functional similarity by comparing the terms in groups. Since WIS can measure the IC of terms and term sets more reasonably, the performance of WIS is more stability than other tested methods on the experiments. Therefore, it is an effective and reliable way to estimate gene functional similarity. The online service of WIS is available at http://nclab.hit.edu.cn/WIS freely.
Methods
Measure the IC of a term
Inspired by Sanchez and Teng's model, a novel model for measuring the IC of a term is proposed. It is generally accepted that the deeper a term is, the more information it conveys. Terms with more ancestors will be more specific than terms with less ones. Besides, since IC gives a measure how specific a term is, we assume that the specificity of terms not only depend on their depths, but also have a relationship with the number of their ancestors as well as the topology of their descendants. Therefore, in order to fully define the specificity of a term, a novel computing model is given by The best results are in bold The best results are in bold where depth(t) denotes the depth of term t in the GO graph, AS(t) represents the ancestor set of term t, DS(t) denotes the descendants set of term t including t itself and max_nodes denotes the total number of terms in the GO ontology. The proposed model meets the requirement that IC of terms monotonically increases as terms move down in the ontology.
Measure the IC of a term set by means of considering weighted inherited semantics of terms
First of all, we define the weight ω between a term t and its parent t p . The ω should be greater than 0 and less than 1 and can be formulated as
where Dst(t) is the number of descendants of term t. It should be noted that the number of term descendants is calculated using the DAG of the entire GO rather than the sub-graphs of term t [2] . The weight ω is invariable, except in cases of the deletion of obsolete terms or the addition of new terms accompanying the update of GO database. Then, for the sake of measuring the IC of a term set, we take full account of the term IC as well as the weighted inherited semantics between terms. As a result, the semantics of a term is divided into two parts: one is weighted inherited semantics from its parents, and the other is extended semantics which is special in itself.
Suppose there is a term set T that only contains two terms, namely t 1 and t 2 . Term t 1 is the parent of t 2 . The weighted inherited semantics of t 2 which comes from t 1 is
where the ω 12 is the weighted value between term t 1 and t 2 and can be calculated using Equation (11) . The extended IC of term t 2 as for term t 1 is defined as The best results are in bold Each model may employ different information of term t to measure its IC. We list out five types of information and discuss the characteristics of these four models above. "No" denotes that the factor has no effect on the model and vice versa. The corresponding explanation for each factor has been introduced in previous chapter
As a result, the IC of a term set T contains t 1 and t 2 is achieved by
In this way, WIS can effectively avoid repeated summing of term shared IC.
Example: measure the IC of a term set based on WIS Suppose there is a term set S contains all terms in the Fig. 11 . The IC of each term is also presented in Fig. 11 and the weight values of corresponding edges are shown in Table 9 . We will take the set S as an example to demonstrate how to measure the IC of a term set based on WIS. The computational process for measuring the IC of term set S based on WIS is shown in Table 10 .
In step 1, term set S is null, and IC(S) is 0. Then we add the first term t 1 into S. According to Equation (13), IC extend is 0. Therefore, the last result for step one equals to IC(S) + IC extended and is 0.
In step 2, term set S contains t 1 only, and IC(S) is 0. We add the second term t 2 into S. According to Equation (13) , IC extend (t 2 → t 1 ) is 0.003. Therefore, the last result for step 2 equals to IC(S) + IC extended and is 0.003.
The computational process of step 3 to 7 is similar to the step 2 and we don't repeat here anymore. In step 8, all the terms have been added into term S already, the IC of set S is 0.051. The calculation for measuring the IC of S is finished. The detail algorithm for measuring the IC of a term set using WIS is described in Fig. 12 .
Measure the gene functional similarity between two genes based on WIS Suppose gene g 1 and g 2 are annotated with term sets T g1 = {t 1 , t 2 ⋯ t m } and T g2 = {t 1 , t 2 ⋯ t n } respectively. Then, the functional similarity between g 1 and g 2 is given by
where T g1 ∩ T g2 is the intersection of T g1 and T g2 and T g1 ∪ T g2 is the union of T g1 and T g2 . The IC of corresponding term sets can be obtained by WIS.
Experimental data and evaluation of the proposed approach
How well a measure captures the function similarity between two genes is not a trivial assessment because there is no direct way to ascertain the true functional similarity between them [2, 39] . However, the performance of existing functional similarity measurements can be verified in terms of pathway gene clustering [12, 55] , correlations with sequence similarity [13, 46] , gene expression profiling [41] , protein-protein interactions [14, 54] and so on. In this article, the performance of WIS will be validated on four group experiments which are biological pathways of yeast, CESSM dataset, protein-protein interaction dataset of yeast and human as well as gene expression data of yeast. Additionally, it is noteworthy that pairwise approaches adopt the BMA rule to combine semantic similarity of terms since it is the best for evaluation of functional similarity measures.
Gene Ontology data
We downloaded the Gene Ontology data from the Gene Ontology database (dated August 2015) containing 41,624 ontology terms totally subdivided into 3717 cellular component, 27,864 biological process and 9943 molecular function terms. Gene annotations for GO terms were downloaded from the Gene Ontology database for S. cerevisiae and H. Sapiens (dated October 2015).
Biological pathway of yeast
Genes participate in a certain biological pathway may involve in several different molecular functions. They are endowed with different Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers according to the subtype of reaction that they catalyze at the molecular level. Therefore, it is an effective way to classify the genes according to their molecular functions of genes and validate the accuracy of functional similarity methods. If the clustering results are consistent with the artificial classification results based on the biological reactions, the measure is effective in charactering the functional similarity between genes [55] . Therefore, we have taken a few pathways from yeast pathway database (http://pathway.yeastgenome.org/) and the validated results are demonstrated for the valine degradation pathway only due to the space limitation.
CESSM Dataset
We use the CESSM [56] tool to compare WIS with other leading methods. CESSM is a widely used platform which provides a standard dataset. It consists of 13,430 pairs of proteins involving 1039 distinct proteins and implements 11 state-of-the-art semantic similarity measures. We only consider the best-match average (BMA) rule of Resnik's, Lin's and Jiang and Conrath's methods, coupled with simGIC, simUI and Teng [32] . It provides Pearson correlations with sequence similarity (Seq), protein family similarity (Pfam), enzyme commission classification similarity (ECC) and Resolution (Res) to Table 9 The weight values of corresponding edges in Figure 11 Edge ω12 ω13 ω24 ω46 ω36 ω35 ω67 ω57 Fig. 12 Algorithm for measuring the IC of a term set evaluate these measures [32] . SeqSim is computed using a relative measure of sequence similarity based on the BLAST bitscores, which is called RRBS method [13] . The similarity between two proteins is computed by dividing the sum of the reciprocal BLAST bit scores by the sum of their dependent BLAST bitscores. The value of SeqSim ranges from 0 to 1.0. ECC is calculated using EC class similarity of proteins. According to [57] , the value of ECC is between 0 and 4 that corresponds to the number of EC digits two proteins share. Pfam is measured via Jaccard similarity, where the similarity between proteins is the ratio between the number of domains they share and the total number of those they have.
Resolution is the relative intensity with which values in the sequence similarity scale are translated into the semantic similarity. Resolution depicts the ability of a method to distinguish different levels of sequence similarity. Higher correlation and resolution values support the efficiency of the measures. A detail explanation for these criterions has been discussed by Pesquita [56] .
Protein-Protein interaction data of Yeast and Human
We collect protein-protein interaction (PPI) datasets of yeast and human from the Jain and Davis's database [53, 58] . The database has around 3800 yeast PPIs and 1500 human PPIs which are core set of DIP yeast database (dated 2009) [14] . Negative datasets with the same number of PPIs for yeast and human are independently generated by randomly choosing annotated gene pairs for BP, CC and MF ontology, which are absent from a combined dataset of all possible PPIs [58, 59] . We conducted out experiments using the same data in [53] . In order to draw the ROC plots, the threshold of the functional similarity values between all gene pairs is varied between (0,1). The gene pairs with similarity values greater than the threshold are predicted to be positives, while those below the threshold are predicted to be negatives. Thereafter, the true positive and true negative, and false positive and false negative values are computed, and ROC curves can be plotted [14] . The area under the curve (AUC) obtained from the ROC plots is used to compare the performance of WIS against the other functional similarity measures. The F1-scores are also calculated for the corresponding measures.
Gene expression data for yeast
Correlation between gene expression and gene functional similarity is another desirable criterion since many gene products that participate in the same biological process or are functionally related have similar expression profiles [41] . Therefore, the comparison of expression similarity and functional similarity between genes can be used as a standard performance evaluation.
Methods having higher correlation will be regard as a better performance. The gene expression dataset for S.cerevisiae comes from Jain and Davis [53] . The dataset contains 5000 S. cerevisiae gene pairs randomly selected from a list of all possible pairs of proteins in the gene expression dataset [58] . We use all 5000 gene pairs from their study and consider genes with electronic annotations (IEA+) and non-electronic annotations (IEA-).
Additional file
Additional file 1: In the additional file, Figure S1 . depecits the distributions of term IC based on CC and MF ontology for each IC calculation model. Tables S1-S4 . show the functional similarity values between seleted genes for each method on the functional classification of genes in a biological pathway experiment. Table S5 , Figure S2 . and Figure S3 . 
